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SUMMARY

This report contains an analysis of simultaneous ground-based measurements of infrared (3-5gm and 8-12gnm) and
visib~e (photopic) atmospheric extinction The measurements were taken at hourly intervals over three 3-month periods in
the Netherlands, as part of the NATO OPAQUE program. The measurements were made by the Physics Group of the
Physics Laboratory of the National Defense Research Organization-TNO. at Ypenberg Air Base, Netherlands. The analysis
is based on preliminary data.

A scheme for sorting the infrared aerosol particle extinctions was devised, taking into consideration the form of the
observed parameter relationships, the expected measurement uncertainty, and the theoretically predicted conditions associ-
ated with high infrared aerosol extinction. The data were sorted into an upper bin, consisting primarily of mist to fog
cases, and a lower bin, consisting primarily of clear to haze cases. Here "1mist" is defined as a ,uspension of water droplets
or wet hygroscopic particles (not a drizzle) causing reduced visibility greater than 1 km. When the visibility is reduced .n
this manner to I km or less, the condition is defined to be fog.

The Lipper (mist) bin, defined as those points with visual extinction coefficient greater than I km-I (visibility less
than 3 km, and relative humidity of 94% or greater. included essentially all of the high infrared aerosol extinction values.
Using both visual extinction and relative humidity thresholds, rather than either threshold alone, yielded much more
effective sorting of the infrared extinctions. These thresholds are based on the preliminary data release. Re'ative humidi-
ties near 94% have been corrected to near 99%/ in edited ',ersions of the data base, released after this report was written.

In the lower bin (hze) category, the infrared aerosol extinction (due to aerosol particle scattering and absorption)
was consistently low relative to the extinction caused by air molecule _cat'ering and absorption and water vapor absorption.
The aerosol extinction in the 3-5gm and 8-12gtn regions averaged near .02 km-' in the summer and .01 kmn- in the
winter These values compare reasonably %kith LOWTRiAN model estimates. Thus for these conditions, i.e. visual extinc-
tion of I km -n or less or relative humidity less than 94%. the aerosol extinction was consistently low.

In the upper bin (mist) category, the infrared aerosol particle extinction was found to vary over a wide range, with a
median extinction of about -1 km-1 and with a significant number of extinctions of I to 10 km-1 or higher. The aerosol
extinctions exceeded the air molecule and %aitor %apor extirction onl) about 20% of- the tine and exceeded I km-' only
about l01" of the time These high extinctions. occurrir.g 10-20% of the time. compare well with the LOWTRAN fog
models The incidence of the high extinctions %a, distributed oer the whole range of visual extinction in the mist bin,
and persistence calculations indicate that the infrared aerosol extinctions have low persistence relative to the visual extinc-
tion and relative to the duration of !h- mist episodes.

Thus for this upper bin (mist', categor%. the infrared aer.)so; extinction reaches significantly high magnitudes less
often than expected, and persis's onl% over ,,hort time interal,. Measurements in addition to ,isible extinction coefficient
and relative humidii% would Fe re,;uired to predict the incidence of high infr,.red extinction within mist episodes. in the
absence of' this information one can stil! make stanstistal estimates uf oLLurren•'e probabilities using cumuiative frequency
distributions of the infrared to %:sble aero'sol extinction ratio
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An Anc lysis of Infrared and Visible

Atmospheric Extinction Measurements in Europe

Janet E. Shields

1. INTRODUCTION 1.1 Goals of the Analysis

As electro-optical systems are used for a growing This analysis of the OPAQUE data was directed
variety of applications, there is an increasing requirement toward two goals. The first goal was to evaluate the varia-
for understanding and predicting the atmospheric tions in the measured data relative to model predictions.
influences on system performance In suppCrt of 11s In general, haziness and the associated optical changes,
requirement, the Visibility Laboratory has maintaineL _n such as a decrease in the radiance transmittance, are
extensive program of visible optical and meteorolog.dal caused by increases in the aerosol particle content of the
measurements and has been involved in the analysis of atmosphere. This aerosol includes droplets which may be
data taken under the NATO ý.ogram OPAQUE (Optical composed of varying fractions of water, sea salt, soot, and
Atmospheric Quantitit.b in Europe). documented in Fenn so on, as well as solid particles such as dust. Measure-
(1978) The OPAQUE program consisted primarily of a ments have been made of the size distribution of these
series of ground-based optical measurements taken in the particles, their chemical content, and their indices of
visible and infrared portions of the spectrum, along with refraction. Most models are based on Mie calculations
3ppr, roximatel) simul'aneous meteorological measurements. whose inputs are the most likely aerosol particle size dis-
These measurements were reld . ... stations tributions and the most likely refractive index distributions
throughout Europe at hourly intervals over a two year as a function of wavelength. Since measured aerosol
period. This report deals with an analysis of some of the characteristics in the atmosphere vary, it is to be expected
infrared data taken during Project OPAQUE. that the transmittance also should vary. The extensive

OPAQUE data set, which clearly illustrates these typical
There are a variety of optical infrared sensors in use radiance transmittance variations, should be valuable for

today, whose performance is partly dependent on the evaluating how well the models predict them.
atmospheric infrared extinction Mie calculations based on
model particle size distributions result in the following The second goal of the analysis was to develop
trends [Shettle and Fenn (1979)] When the atmospheric improved techniques for estimating the infrared transmit-
conditions range from clear to hazy, aerosol extinctions tance based on more conventional measurements and

are generally smaller at infrared wavelengths than at visi- observations. Like the infrared transmittance, the visible

ble wavelengths Except in very clear air, this will result transmittance is also influenced by the aerosols. The

in better optical propagation within the infrared "windo," meteoro!ogical quantities are also related to the aerosols.

regions (about 3-5Ani and 8-13Ani) than at visible For example, aerosol particle size is influenced by relative

wavelengths. However in the presence of large droplets of humidity, and aerosol content is influenced by airmass his-

size about equal to the wavelength, such as may occur in tory Since the visible, meteorological, and infrared
mist and fog. the infrared aerosol extinction can become regimes affect or are affected by the aerosols, it might begreater than the vinsble aerosol extinction. resulting in possible to develop an adequate empirical model to relate
poorer optical propagation of infrared wavelengths the infrared radiance transmittance directly to the visiblepooreralad meteorological quantities.

Unlike the visible extinction, the infrared extinction

is diffi..u.. d epensive to measure. Additionally, the 2. THEORY AND BACKGROUND
infrared extinct!on ;s difficulh tO estimate from visible
measurements, since the infrared to visible extinction rela- 2.1 Definition of Terms
tionship is influenced by the aerosol particle size distribu-
tion and index of refraction, which are also difficult to In this analysis, the parameter of interest is the radi-
measure As a result, there is interest in ealuating ho% ance transmittance in the infrared. The trarnsmittance,
well present models estimate the infrared extinction and in which is a function of path length, is iefined at
developing improed empirical means of estimating the wa-velength A as the proportion cf the incident beam
infrared extinction which remains after traveling over a given path.

1
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T,(r) - N,(r)/N,(O) , (2-1) vapor. TMo, is the transmittance due to the air molecule
components, such as carbon dioxide. It is a function of

where N,(r) and N,(0) are the radiances at waveleng;th X temperature. (For convenience, these transmittances and
and path lengths r and 0. a uation (2-1) is correct for the associated extinction coefficients will be designated by

the adjectives "aerosol", "water vapor", and "molecular".)
monochromatic radiation. Broadband sensors, such a All of these components include both scattering and
those utilized during Project OPAQUE, measure a absorption. Although Eq. (2-6) is strictly correct only for
weighted transmittance, monochromatic radiance, treating each of the components

as an integral analogous to Eq. (2-2) results in errors to
f T•NxRdx the total transmittance which are usually less than 1% in

p (2-2) the window regions. [Shettle (1978a)].
TNAR, (A Most of the uncertainty in the estimation of infrared
A transmittance from model inputs is due to the uncettairnty

in estimating the aerosol attenuation. The general con-
where N, is the radiance of the source (in this case a 650* sensus [Nilsson (1979) and Roberts (1976)] seems to be
blackbody) and R. is the spectral response of the sensor. that given measurements of temperature and humidity,

The monochromatic transmittance at wavelength k the water vapor and molecular extinctions are well handledalso be defined in terms of the monochromatic by computer programs, such as LOWTRAN 5 (Kneizys
may ai e al. (1980)1. This analysis deals with the aerosol
extinction coefficient •, transmittance and the associated aerosol extinction.

TA - A" (2-3) 2.2 Related Theoretical Studies

The effective broadband extinction coefficient is There has been a great deal of work on the various

defined by either of two non-equivalent definitions theoretical aspects of predicting aerosol particle extinction.

depending on the applica.tion. For direct broadband meas- Two rather well thought out works are those of Shettle

urements of absorption and scattering, the instrument and Fenn (1979) and Nilsson (1979), These papers dis-

response depends on an effective extinction coefficient cuss the most probable aerosol characteristics such as par-

defined by ticle size, and show the resulting computed extinction
characteristics. Pinnick et al. (1979) report similar calcu-
lations based on the measured drop size properties of fogs.

fJ £NARAdX (2-4) In general, the results of these calculations may be
f"t-RAd4 summarized as follows. If the relative particle size distri-

bution and rfrac:ive index distribution ot the aerosol
remain constant, and only the number density changes.

However for direct broadband measurements of transmit- then the magnitude of the aerosol extinction coefficient
tance or transmitted light, the instrument response wiil vary, but the spectral relationships will be fixed. That
depends on an effective extinction coefficient defined by is, the ratio of extinction coefficient at two given

wavelengths will be a constant. If relative particle size dis-
in T tribution or refractive index distribution are allowed to
r . ... 2-5) change, then the spectral relationships will change.

The vis;ible extinction should be more strongly
(with 7 defined in Eq. 2-2), which may be range depen- affected by the sub-micron region of the particle size dis-
dent. This range dependence occurs when the attenuation tribution, while the infrared extinction should be more
is wavelength selective within the band, because the spec- strongly affected by the larger particles in the micron
tral content of the light is in that case range dependent, region of the particle size distribution [as may be inferred
In the case of aerosol extinction, the range dependence is from figures in Nilsson (1979)]. The terms accumulation
very slight, and Eqs. (2-4) and (2-5) are nearly equivalent, and coarse modes (Whitby (1978)1 refer to two peaks

often observed at two size ranges in the particle size distri-
The transmittance may be represented as the pro- bution. Since these size ranges are partly influenced by

duct of three components, independent processes, the two modes may not always be
closely related [Fitch and Cress (1981) and Whitby

T- T1,,, l T11().0d) -•7,,4() . (2-6) (1978)1. Thus one might expe-t some variation in the
visible to inft'ired extinction relationship. Jennings et al.
(1978) discuss the effect of refractive index variations on

Ta,, is the transmittance due io the aerosol particles, i.e. atmospheric extinction.
the wet and dry particles in the atmosphere. T11, is the One difficulty inherent in the aerosol extinction cal-

transmittance due to molecular water vapor. It is a runc- culafions is the difficulty in assigning reasonable particle
tion of temperature and dewpoi.. te!npcrature or water size distributiins. The distributions respond to a number

2
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of environmental factors, both macroscopic and micros- 3. DISCUSSION OF THE MEASUREMENTS
copic. For example, Yue and Deepak (1980) discuss the
effects of sedimentation rates on the drop size distribution 3.1 The OPAQUE Program
in fogs.

In spite of the uncertainties in particle size distribu- The OPAQUE program was an extensive measure-
tion and refr.o'e Index, models based on particle size ment program undertaken by several nations connected
distributions can be very useful Perhaps the most com- through NATO Measurements were taken at hourly
monly used model of this sort :s the LOWTRAN model. intervals over a two year period at several stations
LOWTRAN essentially uses four haze models and two fog throughout Europe The program is well documented in
models for the aerosol portion of the program. The hate Fenn (1978). The analysis ledding up to this report was
models are based on an assignment of the most hike1% par- begun using a small set of data [Johnson. et oL. (1979b)].
ticle size distribution and refractive index distribution for and then expanded to include larger portions of the data
four conditions. urban, rural, maritime, and tropospheric, base Portions of the Netherlands data set were chosen
In the LOWTRAN 3B model, the relative particle size dIs- for analysis because the Netherlands data appcared to be
tribution -,.d refractive index distribution are held con- the most complete and self consistent set available at the
Sstant i thin each model, and on~ the number density ,, time The present report is based upon 9 months of Neth-
allowed to var). Thus. for a given model, say rural. the erlands preliminary release data. (See Appendix B.)
rattio of exutintion coefficient at two go.en wa.ielengths is a The measurements .,ere made by the Physics Group
constant of .he Physics Laboratory of the National Defense

SIn the LOWTRAN 5 model 'Knelzvs et,,. (i980)j Research Organiza'ion-TNO, at Ypenberg Air Base
the effect of re'.nv, numidity on relative particle size dis- ilanssen (1981)1 fhe Netherlands OPAQUE station is
tribution and refrati'me index is included. Thus the ratio located at the Royal Air Force Base Ypenburg, near The
of infrared to visible aerosol extinction coefficient is no Hague and Rotterdam. It is near the coast, but is

longer a constant, but is f. unction of relative humiditx influenced by the urban industrial environment [Fenn
The effect of relative humidity is much stronger in the (1978)). Figure 3-1 illustrates the location of the Nether-
m,,rtimne model than ir. the urban or rural models The lands OPAQUE station.
analysis in this report will include some discussion of how The OPAQUE program included measurements of
the measured infrared to ,isible ratios compare with the %isible extin.tion coefficient, horizontal and -vertical illumi-
ratios inherent in the LOWTRAN models. nance, path radiance, infrared transmittance, optical and
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infrare.d turbulence, atmospheric turbidity, standard instruments are not particularly systematic. On some
meteorological quantities, and aerosol particle si.'e distn- days. the ,wo instruments are in agreement ,within close
bution. Of these data, the visible extinction, infrared tolerance all day. On other days there is a significant
transmittance, and meteorological data were particuldrl% nearly constant offset, while on others there is a ,variable
appropriate for this study. The atmospheric turbidity offset.
measurements were not included in this analysis ,ecause In view of these uncertainties in the visible extinc-
in the fog, when the infrared signals became most lion. we initially chose for infrared comparison two sets of
significant, the pyrheliometer data were offscaae. The 5 days in which the two v;sible instruments were con-
aerosol particle data would be of particular intereit too. sistently in reasonably close agreement. The outlines of
however the instrument was not yet installed during the the prediction scheme were developed based on this 10
periods analyzed here Aerosol data were recorded in later cia) sample The analysis was then extended to three 3-
seasons, however they were not available to us at the time month seasons In the 9 month sample analysis, the com-
of this analysis parisons with infrared extinction were made using both

Thus, after some preliminary study of all the p,.ram- the neohelomcter data and the transmissometer data. The
eters, the analysis effort was directed primarilN to those nephelometer data ha,.e %ielded slightly more consi .cnt
parameters summarized in Table 3.1. results Because of this consistency, the final resu,, in

The last column in Table 3.1 lists the number of this report have been based on calculations using the

available data points per measurement period. Each nephelometer data.

hourly measurement period lasted 4 minutes

3.3 Instrument Discussion--lnfrared

3.2 Instrument Discussion--Visible The Barnes infrared transmissoineter operates over
a 500 meter path, and is intendjed to achieve a ±2% meas-

Two measurements of %isible extinction were ,tail- urement accura,.... It was ectognized quite early in the
able, the data from the Eltro transmissometer (1000m OPAQUE program that there were difficulties with the
path length) conv•erted to extinction coefficients. and the -tandatrd calibration procedure IShand (1978)]. As ,i
scattering coefficient from the AEG point usibilit. mete,. consequence, a different Lalibration scheme was evolved
The goal of the program was to achieve a measurement [Shettle and Fenii (1978) and Kohnle (1979)1- Basically.
accuracy of ±200/o in scattering coefficient and ±2'!, the data are searched for a clear day with low aerosol and
transmittance For the purposes of this analysis. these water 'apor content. i.c. a day with meteorolcgical range
numbers will be used as the most probable measurement >,20 km. relattve humidity •<80-. dewe point temperature
accuracy. (See Appendix B.) The ±2"1. transmittanLe <I0'C. and no piecipittition_ (These criteria could not
corresponds to an uncertainty in extinction coefficient of lilvas be met) On su,.h a day, the aerosol extinction
about 5% midrange, increasing to 30'/,, or more near the should Lue a minor portion of the total extinction, and the
limits of the reported transmittances. In praL.Ice It is LOWTRAN calculation of total extinction should have
found that the transmissometer indicates somewhat dearer optimal alcuracL (Shet,le. 1980) Thus a calibration con-
air than the nephelometer does at the high transmittance stant can be determin-d by comparing the measured
end of the scale. Otherwise, the offsets between the transmnittt.a.1e on this dear day with the transmittance

Table 3.1. Measured Var, hles Used for Analysis

S% mbol anable In,ariment" Wa,.c band Unat, Point,

ViSIhe S Sa;tering coefficient %cphelom.1er pholop~c km - 4

IA.G Potr- \ illa \!eter)

VF |:iincij-n .iefrkment ranmissoineter photopi, km I
(Ehlio)

infrared TI Ti Transmittance t-i Transm.,ometer o4 "m.
(larnes)

T: Transmittance (8-12) , 12u,'i

T? Tran,mittance IC• Il 0 2; 11 24"1

Meteor I7"' Temperature Thermometer C I

R11 Relali.e humitdi• iisgromeref

RR Ra n rate during mcas Rain ;ate meter mm/br I

RI Rain fall pa,t hour F-ecipratin meter mnm/Itr I

1; 5 Wind speed at IOft and 2m Win, speed me!ve mNe' I

I 0) •ind direcuion at Win and 2m Wind direction metr I

*reference Vat, Schie (1976)
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predicted i LOWTRAN (including the aerosol portion). fable 4.1. Constants for Molecular and Water Vapor
The uncertainty in the calibration constant (determined on Transmittance Computation- Netherlands.
a clear day) results in an uncertainty in the calibration
aerosol extinction from other days which becomes quite 8I -0m t consan25-13s2,,!
small in haze, mist, or fog. This uncertawnty is discussed

quantitatively in Section 5.2. 51 4
0-2 658 10 -2 796 0-

4  .3011 10-
4

4. DATA REDUCTION d 475110- 666 -10 2  7538 10-2

'/ 0i 6661 10 6f...

4.1 Derivation of Aerosol d, .3913 10-
4  2 044 10--' .2370 10-5

Extinction Coefficients e 8661 10-1 9919 10-1I 949 10-
/ 14010-4 1 38 10-- 18 0-'

it is convenient to convert the visible and infrared
data to aerosol extinction coefficients. This conversion
expedites both the, evaluation of the variations in the
measured data and the comparison to models.

The visible data were supplied in the form of total humidities to dewpoint temperatures. This was done
extinction coefficients. The reported cxtinction L•oefficients using the following equation fro,.i Shettle (1978b).
range from .1 to aboa" 30 kr n, while the molecular or
Rayleigh component is about .01 km I Since this Ray- (19.772-•) + lln(RH/I00).(269.9+t)i
leigh component is much le ,s than the instrumentai uncer- d= 19.772 - ln(RH/IO0)
tainty, the measuied data were t"eated as aerosol extinc-
tion coefficients. Within each 4-minute measurement
period, a beginning, ending maximum, and minimum Thus the results of Eq. (4-4) are used as input to Eq. (4-
value were given All four measurements were used in 2). Equation (4-2) is used along with Eq. (4-3) as input
the analysis, but the results presented here are for the to Eq. (4-1), using the measured temperatures and relative
average of the beginning and ending points, humidities. Equation (4-1) yields the aerosol transmit-

The infrared data were supplied in the form of total tance, which is then con,,erted to aerosol extinction asing
transmittance over a 500m path. In some cases, the cali- the following equation
bration correction mentioned in Section 1 had already
been applied. In other cases the correction factor was sup- -In 7o, -In T
plied and the data were corrected accordingly. The aerosol aar(km) = (-r 5r .5 (kmn)" (45

transmittance was then computed using the following
equation.

Thus the aerosol extinction is derived from the measuree
T0, = Tm-a 5/lTi2o(t.t) Tp,,0)l (4-iD total transmittance and the computed molecular and water

•E ' 2 valor transmittance at the time of measurement. Since
the aerosol extinction is reasonably spectrally invariant

!L. this ,omputation, the water vapor (water molecule) and within these bands, this extinction will not be significantly
molecu!ar (air molecule) transmittances (T112o and 1T~f,) range dependent.

were computed using the following equations from Shettle For the 3 -5pin band, a beginning and ending meas-
(1978a). urement were supplied for each 4-minute period. Both

were used in the analysis, but most of the plots utilize the
T,120(td) = I - (C'i+c2.t)ex•p[(dl+12.t)Id] (4-2) beginning measurement.

(t) = e+-t. (4-3) Another quantity used for comparison to the aerosol
extinction was the seasonal median of water vapor and
molecular extinction effective over a 500m path. For this

These equations. d,-rived by Shettle on a partly empirical quantity, the molecular and water vapor transmittances
and partly theoretical basis, represent average broadband over 500m were computed using Eqs. (4-2) and (4-3)
transmittance, derived from the transmittances of (which derive from LOWTRAN). These transmittances
Lowtran. as in Eq (2-2) The appropriate filter responses --ere then converted to effective 500m extinctions using
of the instrument were used in Shettle's derivation. The Eq. (2-5), since the application here is transmitted radi-
accu'acy of Eqs• (4-2) and (4-3) relative to LOWTRAN is ance. These extinctions showed little variation within each
better than 1% The constants of the equations for the season, so the median molecular and water vapor extnnc-
Netherlands instrument [from Shettle (1978a)] are given tlion was used in various figures and tables. These median
in Table 4.1. 500m effective extinctions were not used in the computa-

Since Eq (4-2) includes dewpoint temperature as an non of aerosol extinction, they were used only for general
input, it w,ýs necessary to convert the reported relative comparison to the aerosol extinction.
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5. DATA ANALYSIS--DEVELOPMENT simply as extinction). The squared correlation coefficient,
OF THE BIN CONCEPT r2, between log aae, and log S (with a,,, < .01 omitted) is

26% at 3-5pm and 21% at 8-12,um. Thus the relationship
5.1 General Parameter Relationships is not tight enough for S alone to be an accurate predictor,

yet there is definiLely some information in the value of S.
The general relationships between the infrared aero- Much of the variation in Fig. 5-1 is expected because of

Ssol extinction and the other parameters may be con- instrumental uncertainty. This will be discussed later in
veniently illustrated using scatter plots. The plots in Sec- this section.
tions 5.1 through 5.4 illustrate the data from one season:
June, July and August 19"'7. Similar plots have been gen- Figure 5-2(a&b) shows aerosol extinction (a,,,) at
erated for two additional seasonb, but are not included in 3 -5/m vs relative humidity(RH) and aerosol extinction
the report. They look nearly identical to the plots from (aa,,) at 8-12/.m vs RH. The !R data in Fig. 5-2 have a
Summer '77, and the general comments in this section systematic and reasonable behavior with respect to the
apply equally to all three seasons. relative humidity. Over most of the relative humidity

For this analysis, the data during rain are deleted. range, the IR extinctions are low, i.e. mostly between 01
Rain data are expected to be characterized by less and .1 km-, and there is little apparent variation with
difference between infrared extinction and visible extinc- relative humidity. Above humidities of about 94% there
tion. Since the scattering properties are expected to be are a large number of high infrared extinctions between I
significantly different for rain, it was decided to omit the and 10 km-1 or higher. High infrared extinctions are
rain cases. The following data points were omitted: any expected to occur in the presence of large droplets which
data points which indicated rain during the measurement should normally be associated with nearly saturated air.
period or rain during that hour: and any points for which
either rain measurement was not recorded, which were It is ;nteresting to note in these figures that the

thus indeterminate, highest infrared extinctions were associated with measured
relative humidities near 95%. These data points often

Figure 5-1(a&b) shows scatter plots of the IR aero- occurred during periods when the measured RH values
sol extinction coefficient (a,,,) vs; the visual aerosol were constant for seveial hours. The constant values vary
extinction coefficient (S), in the 3-5 and 8-12/Am regions. frorm one day to the next, and are typically values such as
The median effective molecular and water vapor extinction 94.8% and 95.3%. The constant RH signal and the high
(labeled Afo+tH20) is included for comparison. In Fig. 5-1 values of IR cxtinction lead us to believe that the hygrom-
there is a fair amount of statistical scatter, but in general eter %as saturated, and that the true relati,,e humidities
the IR extinction increases as the visual does (for this were probably close to 100%,. The expected instrumental
analysis, since we are dealing exclusively with the aerosol uncertainty is about 5% for the hygrometer. (See humi-
extinction in the IR bands, it is convenient to refer to it dity correction in Appendix B)
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* 10?-*
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Fig. 5-1. Infrared aerosol extinctio-F vs visible scattering coefficient
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Fig. 5-2. Infrared aerosol extinction vs relative humidity.

The early 10-day studies yielded no systematic rela- 5.2 Infrared Aerosol Extinction Uncertainties
*tion between infrared aerosol extinction coefficient and

absolute humidity. Consequently this plot was not gen- In evaluating the variation in the infrared aerosol
erated for the 3-month intervals. This result is corro- extinction, there are four main sources of uncertainty to
borated by Bakker (1981) who reported an analysis of a consider. These are the measurement uncertainty, the
3-month Fall 1978 sample of Netherlands data. He notes uncertainty due to the non-simultaneity of the data, the
"A possible interpretation of our results is that for relative
humidities >,0.90 it is the amount of liquid water [rather
ihmn water vapor or absolute humidity], present in the
form of drops in rain or aerosois in fog that determines 102

the infrared transmission of' the atmosphere".

Figure 5-3 illustrates the scatter plot for the visible
extinction coefficient (S) vs the relative humidity. The z
high visible extinctions, like the high IR extinctions, occur
only at high relative humidities. An analysis of these high *
extinctions reveals that even when both the measured
visual extinction and relative humidity are quite high (sug-
gesting the presence of fog and large droplets), the meas-
ured infrared extinction is high for only a small portion of .

.-the cases..100 .: . -.

Thus, both S and RH have predictive value. That ." -
is, the infrared aerosol extinctions tend to increase with io
the visual extinction S. The highest infrared aerosol A E
extinctions are found at high relative humidities, but even -.

when both S and RH are high, the infrared extinction is a
not always high. Thus, the goal is to devise the best 0i 20 40 60 80 10
scheme which makes use of the information in both
parameters. Before this scheme can be presented, it is RELATIVE HUMIDITY (Percent)
important to evaluate how much of the observed variation
"in the parameter relationships might be attributed to Fig. 5-3. Visible Facring coefficient (S) vs relativee humidity
uncertainty in the aerosol extinction. tRH). summer 1977
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uncertainty associated with the calibration procedure, and because it is ±2% of total transmittance. For this compu-
the uncertainty resulting from the molecular extinction. tation the median molecular plus water vapor extinction
These four issues Wi; L,• C•ccassed in the following para- for Summer '77 was used, i.e. .50 km-' at 3-5j.m and .25
graphs. (See Appendix C) km' at 8-12ta,,. Note that the uncertainty corresponding

The projected level of accuracy for the infrared to ±2% total transmittdnce is primarily a function of the
measurements was about ±2% in total transmittance, magnitude of the aerosol extinction, as may be seen in
This corresponds to a variable uncertainty in aerosol Table 5.1. The uncertainty depends only slightiy on the
extinction, as shown in Ta.le 5.1. magnitude of the molecular and water vapor extinction,

(or on the relative contribution of aerosol to total extinc-
tion) resulting in slightly different values in Table 5.1 forTable 5.1. Aerosol Extinction Uncertainty for the 3-5gm band and the 8-12,um band. Figure 5-4(a&b)

±2% Uncertainty in Total Transmittance. shows these error bars superimposed on the plots of r,,

Aerosol Exincons Resuling from 2ý, Change .n Ti.a Tran••r.ianc7 vs S (from Fig. 5-1). These figures also show the pro-
Aerosol 3.S- 8-i2,, jected ±20% uncertainty in visible scattering coefficient,

Extin•ton which is constant in S. (See Appendix B.)
aaoer aa IT 02) a.e,(T - 02 ,ý.e,(T ÷ 02) T aet("- 02)

In Fig. 5-4, note that most of the variation at the
clear end. i.e. for S less than about I kmi, can be05 00 10 00 if)1 05 1explained simply by the projected infrared measurement

o5 0.• Is uncertainty. For conditions where S is greater than about

1 91, 1 109 93 10 ogreater than the proiected measurement uncertainty. Thus
5 446 575 451 565 in this upper region, for S>I km-', there is a significant
10 686 7 •05• amount of variation which might be explained by some

predictor such as S or RH.

Although the plot includes only infrared aerosol
The values in Table 5.1 were computed using the extinctions a., greater than .01 km-1, the data set includes

equation (see Appendix C) a significant number of points which are closer to 0 or
negative, as would be expected from the error bars illus-
trated in Fig. 5-4. U1ing analysis of variance, in which the

. -nfe .- aMo+H20
1 

_2 02 range in S was dividel into about 10 bins, the variance in
In,, 02= __5 - o (5-1) as,,, within each of the!se bins wa, , For this

at + 2

102 102

7 a a b
E 1E

-~100'1 101 IL

z . •.

C- .'...

1 0-1 - 10•.

10.2 10-2 2

10-1 109 101 102 10-1 !00 101 10?

V'ISIBLE SCATTERING COEFFICIENT (kmn 1) \'lSITLi SCATTERING COEFFICIENT (kmi 1)

Fig. 5-4. UnLcrtaintý In infraredI .cTosol extinui~of dassmialed %ailh a 2' unLertaint) in nk~lLircd IR iraln.,1Imatae kerow~l hars)
Iloruiontal batr represent.,a t-201/, unccrtilintv in %sihie scattering ~oefficleril
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analysis, all the non-rain data were used, including the that this variation i- not due primarily to the non-
negative points. The variance in each bin was then corn- simultaneity of the data.
pared with the projected uncertainty at the midpoint for The variations in S during the four minute period
each bin. were also studied by comparing the maximum with the

The measured variation was found to be less than or minimum S and the beginning with the final S. These
equal to the projected measurement uncertainty for all the variations are quite small relative to the variation in Fig.
bins with S less than about 1. Here the variations in the 5-1.
measurements of a,, are dominated by measuremen The third source of uncertainty is the calibration
,.,/certainty, and should not be predictable from other con- correction scheme mentioned in Section 3.3 All of the
siaerations. When S becomes greater than I km-i, how- reported data have been corrected by a calibration constant
ever, the observed variation is much more than the meas- determined during data periods with high visibility and low
urement uncertainty, and it should be possible to explain water vapor content. During such periods, the aerosol
* or predict some of the variation in L0.... extinction should be low so the LOWTRAN estimated

The second source of uncertainty mentioned earlier extinction should be quite accurate. The calibration con-
is the uncertainty due to the non-simultaneity of the data. stant is determined by comparing the measured value with
At the Netherlands station, each hour's data taking the LOWTRAN value during the calibration periods.
occurrec, during a four minute period. Since the IR and If there were no IR extinction measurement noise
visible data are not simultaneous, this could contribute to during the calibration periods, this technique would force
the scatter observed in Figs. 5-1 and 5-2. Figure 5-5 com- the mean IR extinction to match LOWMRAN whenever it
pares the measurements of 3-514m aerosol extinction is clear. In actual practice, there is measurement no'se
which were taken at the beginning and end of each four during the calibration periods, so that there will be an
minute period. Comparing Fig. 5-5 (final a,, vs begin- uncertainty in the calibraticn constant. Also, there will be
nirg a,) with Fig. 5-1 (a) (beginning a.,, vs S) shows some uncertainty in the calibration constant due to uncer-
that the variation in infrared extinction during the four tainty in the visual extinction, temperature, and dewpoint
minutes is much less than th, observed variation in used to compute the LOWTRAN extinction during tne
infrared extinction at any given value of S. The squared calibration period. Both of these uncertainties are minim-
correlation constants, r 2 are 26% for Fig. 5-1(a) and 74% ized by averaging as many points as possible to determine
for Fig. 5-5. the calibration constant. In general it is safe to say that

Thus while Fig. 5-4 illustrates that for S greater than when the measured extinctions are high, they will not be
about I km-1, there is more variati,.n than can be significantly affected by the calibration correction, but as

explained by measurement uocertainty, Fig. 5-5 illustrates conditions approach the conditions of the calibration
period, the average aerosol extinctions will be increasingly
affected by the calibration correction.

The fourth source of uncertainty results from the
102 subtraction of the molecular and water vapor extinctions

from the total extinction to yield the aerosol extinction.
C- The molecular and water vapor extinctions are functions

of the temperature and the relative humidity. An uncer-
Etainty of 1V in temperature results in an uncertainty of

10 lO~ .. 007 km and .014 km-' in the finai infrared aerosol

. extinctions at 3 -5.m and 8-12Am respectively. An uncer-
tainty of 10% in relative humidity yields an uncertainty of

o ' " •.018 km'- and .03 km'- in the final extinction at 3-5,sm

4 .~. "and 8-1214m respectively. These uncertainties will have
only a small effect on the low extinctions and will not

X... .. significantly affect the high extinctions.

0. .". . . The net effect of the various sources of uncertainty
0"... -.. should be as follows. When the visual extinction is low,

Ln..10- . i.e. S<I kmin, the infrared aerosol extinction is generally
72'" %low (as shown in Fig. 5-1). In this reg..-ne the measure-

- ... ment uncertainty shouid yield large standard deviations.
The use of the calibration constant should force the aver-

L0. ,;-. ge infrared aerosol extinction to be close to LOWTRAN;
10-1 10-1 100 101 102 how close the average is will depend on the number of

measurements averaged to determine :he calibration con-
Beginning IR AEROSOL EXTINCTION (3-514m) (km-') stant. At higher values of infrared extinction, " :.,se

uncertainties should have little effect, but theie siould
Fig. 5-5. Findl % beginning infra-red ,•crosol extintion still be a finite but small uncertainty due to ile i.-,-

coefficient it 3-5Am for c.ich 4 minute rneasurement period simultaneity of !he data. The effects of the temperature

-. . ,



- -and relative humidity uncertainties on the infrared extinc- percent. The particles contained ini mist have diameters
tions should be small relative to these effects. mainly of the order of a few tens of microns.' Thus a rea-

In smmay, te eroranalsisshoed tat hen sonable approach is to define an upper bin which should
the infrared extinction was low, most of the variation include ail of the mist and fog Incidents
could be attributed to measurement uncertainty. Wben it shoule oe i.,)ted that in the U S., the term mist is
the inftared extinction was high, the variation could not popularly use(. to describe drizz e, we are using the term
Lbe attributed to measurement uncertainty It is therefore not to mean d&i421e, but as defined above. Also it should
reasonable to try to relate the variations in the hie. be noted that !t is o~mmon field practice to report this
infrared extinctions to predictor variations, mist condition as thin fog, judging by the comments of

local weather offices and sample weather reports from the
5.3 ethd toSor Infare ExtnctonsU.S. and Europe [see Table 6-1 of Duntley eta!. (1973)
5.3 ethd toSor Infare Extnctonsand Table 6-3 of Johnson eta!. 0 979a) 1.

Taxing into consideration the conclusions resu~ting Tnus in order to isolate the high infrared extinutions
from the scatter plots, summarized in Section 5.1, and the in an upper bin, a reasonable approach is iu attempt to
results of the error analysis, summarized in Sectiorn 5.2, isolate those conditions with lar,.e suspended droplets. i.c
Wie ;0311 is to devise the most reasonable means of mist and fog. For this data base, it was most effecti'~e to
estimating infrared aerosol extinct!on. use two predictors to define the upper bin and the lower

For these data, the aerosol extinction is usually bin First, the visible extinction is required to be greater
% much less than the median molecular and extinctions. Oln thnIm'(iblty(3)<3kn)frheattoe

Figs. 5-1 and 5-2 the median molecular plus water vapor included in the upper bin (mist anid fig bin). The
extinction is given. The molecular and water vapor 5> km 1 ctfwachsnbuuei sarsobl
extinction varies with temperature and humidity, however threshold for mist, this is where the ns~rurental noise

withn ech saso it stadar devatin ws lo.) on- becomes less significant, and this is .he threshold above
veniently, the regime which is dominated by measurement which high IR aerosol extinctions begin to occur. The
uncertainty is the region of low infrared aerosol extinc- additional requirement for the high bin Jata s that RH
tions, in which the uncertainty in aerosol extinction must be greater than or equal to a.boutl 94"' 'The cutoff
represents a small uncertainty in the total extinction. That used was log(]-RH/lO0) = -12 :)r R1 -- 91 1'/') his
is. when the aerosol extinction :s low the variations are threshold limits the bin to near Londensat~on caises The
not meaningful due to measurement uncertainty and they chieo94 aspoedt95'srquedueoth
are not significant relative to the molecular and water uncertainty in the hygrometer. This cutoff allows inclu-
vapor extinctions. However, when the aerosol extinction sion of the very high infrared extinctions obserxed at rela-
is high the variations are both meaningful (relative to tiehmdisabv94 (Fg52)Toepnsnt
measurement uncertainty) and significant (relative to the included in the upper bin. i.e. those with S5•1 km-' or
molecular and water vapor extinctions). RH<94%. are included in the lower bin. (See

Appendix B.)
!n view of these considerations, it was most impor-

*-Yt to try to develop some mechanism for sorting out the10
incidence of high infrared extinctions (or the incidence of10

* ~high infrared to visible extinction ratios). If the low _

infrared extinctions could be isolated by some criteria in a
iower bin. they could be treated with a stochastic model.
The remaining data would go into an upper bin. The
upper bin would hopefully include all of the high infrared
extinctions. These extinctions would be high enough that 1 01 :-

6their variations become more significant relative to the _1 IorBi ie
instrumental noise, and they would also be high enough ~Lne i tie
relative to the molecular and wvater vapor extinctions that
it would be more important to study their vaitos

The really high infrared aerosol extinctions are 10
expected to occur when near condensation conditions <.
result in suspended water droplets of size about equal to ~..1p' -

the wavelength or larger. This condition is defined as mist ....

or fog depending on whether the visibility is greater th-in I
kin, or less thain or ecual to 1 km [McIntosh (1963) and ~ i.*
Proulx (1971)1. In particular, McIntosh defines mist as: -..

"A state of atmospheric obscurity produced by suspended 1 0-1 1~*~
microscopic water droplets or wet hygroscopic particles 0 20 40 60 80 00O
The term is used for synoptic purposes when there is such RELATIVE HUMIDITY (Percent)
obscurity and the associated visibility exceeds one kmn: the Fig. 5-6. V~isibe c\ fl.,iul ,and relitoi'e l-mnidil thresnolds for
corresponding relative humidity is greater than about 95 definiuon of ih, ,pper oin (Mist. ,.nd ihe low~er hin Qlaiz2i

10



Figure 5-6 illustrates the separation of data into the 5-7(a&b) for the 3-5jm waveband, and Fig. 5-7(ced) for
lower bin, consisting primarily of clear to haze conditions, the 8-12Am waveband. These figures are histograms of
and upper bin, consisting primarily of mist and fog. aae,. They show the number of occurrences for each
Theoretically, one would expect this sorting mechanism to .05 km- ' interval in a, ... Figure 5-7(a&c) shows the aero-
separate the bulk of the low infrared extinctions from the sol extinctions from the upper bin, defined by S> 1 km-'
high infrared extinctions. In the next section we will show andlog(1-RH/100) (<-1.2. The remaining aerosol extinc-
how well the sorting scheme worked tions are included in the lower bin, shown in Fig.

5-7(b&d), and defined by SK<I km-' or log(l-
5.4 Results of Sorting the Data Rf/I100) > -1.2. The negative values shown on these

plots are the result of the measurement uncertainties dis-
The results of sorting the data are shown in Fig. cussed in Section 5.2.
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Fig. 5-7. li,,togradrns of infrared aerosol e\tinction, 3-5gm upper bin (Mist.. 3-5gm Ioer bin (Hdze). 8-12gum upper bin,

and 8-12/Am Io ler bin.
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From these plots, one cait see that the method was Table 5.2. Bin Statistics, Infrared Aerosol Extinction
reasonably successful in sorting out the high infrared (a, at 3-Sum;
extinctions. Nearly all the high infrareca extinctions are
included in the upper bin. The bins do not appear to be Uper Bin (Mst) LT

improved by slightly changing the thresholds. If the 1aerlsExtincti o AerosolExtinction,
cutoffs were raised in either parameter, (i.e. if one used a seasor I Median STD Median i Srb • -di-
higher S or higher RH cutoff), then too many high -Summ, 7 i -- v 1 Me0in03

:nftared extinctions were included in thl-;e 11,.- ri; i i Summer "7.7 085 42 0219 047 49 023f

cutoffs were lowered in either parameter, then more low 4 02
extinctions were included in the upper bin. Also, we I 7

found the use of both parameters as predictors necessary.
If either parameter were used alone, then a large number
of low extinctions were thrown into the upper bin. Table 5.3. Bin Statistics. Infrared Aerosol Extinction

Note that the upper bin, while including most of the (a,,, at 8-12,um)
high extinctions, also includes a geat many low extinc-

Upper Bi Ms)LwrD Hz) Moleculartions. As shown in later sections, the resulting large vari- + Bin (Mist) Lower Bn (Hae) 0
ation in a, , in the upper bin :s not due to instrumental [AerOSol Extinction[ Aerosol Extinction Extncton

uncertainty, but appears to be the result of variations in Season Median STD Median STD Median STD

the aerosol prop.rties. Sumn'er '77 II 202 025 12 26 04

Summer "78 087 28 024 048 25 04

5.5 Application V. the Sort!Lg Winter "77 072 237 007 07 14 03

Mechanism to Other Seasons

Although it is reasonable to expect that most of the
high IR extinctions would be associated with mist and fog tor the lower bin. Mere significantly, the standard devia-
episodes, it is important to explore the effectiveness of the tionz are quite large in the upper bin, even relative to the
S and RH cutoff criteria with an extended data base. Two magnitude of the molecular extinction. Thus in the upper
other 3-month seasons were chosen. June, July and bin the variations become more significant, and vorth
August of 1978; and December 1977, January 1978, and looking at in greater detaii.
February 1978. We designated the three 3-month seasons Thus by using two predictors for sortu.g, the visible
Summer '77, Summer '78, and Winter '77. extinction and the relative humidity, one can create two

The scatter plots of the other two seasons looked bins: a bin which ronsists almost entirely of low values in
very much like the scatter plots from Summer '77 illus- infrared extinction, and a smaller nigh bin which includes
trated in Section 5.1. The sorting mechanism described in nearly all the high values of infrared extinction as well as
previous sections were applied to the other two seasons, a significant number of low values. This sorting mechan-
and worked very well. In each season, the lower bin ism has been applied to two summer 3-month seasons and
includes very few occurrences of high infrared extinction, one %-inter 3-month season, and seems to apply well to all
The data for all three seasons have been converted to three seasons. This is a useful predictive scheme, in that
cumulative frequency plots, as shown in Fig 5-8(a-f). it isolates the vast majority of the high extinctions in one
These cumulative frequency plots show, for each value of bin.
a,,,, the percentage of ca! vith infrared aerosol extinc-
tion less than or equal tv that value. (Note the scale
change at a,,, -. 3.) In all cases, the low extinctions are 6. DATA ANALYSIS--CHARACTERISTICS
much more prevalent in the lower bin, and the high OF THE BINS
extinctions are essentially solated in the upper bin. 6.1 Characteristics of the Lower Bin

The median values of infrared aerosol extinction
and the standard deviations for each bin are summarized The lower bin or haze category is defined as the set
in Tables 5.2 and 5.?. The median values correspond to of points with the visual extinction coefficients less than or
the 50% values in Fig. 5-8. In these tables the seasonal equal to 1 (km-r), or with log(1-RH/100) greater than
changes are much less than the differences between the -1.2 (i.e. relative humidity <94%). That is, the lower bin
upper and lower bins. In all cases the seasonal changes includes the lower end of the visual extinction and relative
a,-e :'-ll within the standard deviations of the bins These humidity ranges. This bin contains the vast majority of
standard deviations are strongly influenced by a few high tie po:nts; 92% and 91% in the summers of '77 and '78,
values, however they give a general idea of the variability, and 72% in the winter.
In the lower bin, both the median values and the standard The infrared extinctions are consistently low in this
deviations are in all cases very low relative to the median bin. The observed variation is c )mmensurate with a
molecular and water vapor extinctions, measurement uncertainty of ±2% transmittance as shown

For the upper bin, the median values are in all cases in Table 6.1. The observed variation in column 3 (STD in
(i.e. all seasons and filters) much higher than the medians a,,,) is the standard deviation in the infrared aerosol
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Table 6.1. Obser ,'!d Variation in hifrared Aerosol the lower (haze) bin, since the aerosol extinctions are con-
Extinction (a.) for Lower Bin Compared sistently low relative to the molecular and water vapor

with Projected Measurement Uncertainty (4-2%T). extinctions.

r Edited ] ±afor2%T
Flter seon STO in a... sin "at, at M 4, ae, 6.2 Estimation of Infrared Extinction for Haze Cases

3-5,sm Summer'77 12 08 I 05 This section describes how to use the statistics in
Summer '78 05 05 0 I
Winter '7' 08 06 05 the lower bin to provide an estimation of infrared aerosol

.- extinction for at least this location. (The statistics may be
•8.12g m 77 12 08 05 7 site specific, however the general conclusions may applyl Summer "78I G5 05 i 05

* W:nter '77 08 06 04 more extensively.) As described in the previous se(.tion, it
0 ,was found that the infrared aerosol extinction a,,,, rather

than the extinction ratio aa,,IS, was better behaved in the
lower bin. As can be seen in the histograms for the lowerextinction a,, in the lower bin. For two of the seasons, bin from Summer '77, in Fig. 5-7(b&d), the measured

these standard deviations are strongly influenced by I or 2 distributior of aer, in the lowei bin is not a normal distri-
very high values which may be spurious. Column 4 shows bution. Because of this, cumulative frequency tables such
the standard deviations with these 1 or 2 exceptional as Table 6.2 are used to describe the observed variance in
points deleted. (For Summer '77, Summer '78, and infrared extinction. In Table 6.2 the two summers have
Winter '77, the number of points deleted were respec- been combined, to yield the mest; representative summer
tively: 2 out of 1732, 0 out of 1240, and 1 out of 1112.) distribution.
In column 5 the 2% uncertainty in transmittance has been This table may be interpreted as follows. The most
converted to an uncertainty in a., at the median aae,. typical value of measured .nfrared aerosol extinction for

in Table 6.1, the observed variation in aerosol this location is given by the 50% value. The extinction
extinction in the lower bin is close to the projected meas- that was exceeded only 5% of the time is given by the 95%
urement uncertainty. This means that whatever variation value. Since n.uch of this measured variation may be
may have been caused by changes in particle size distribu- attributed to measurement uncertain'), one ."annot say
tion or refractive index distribution of the aerosol, these that the actual variation in the extinction is as large . s
variations are not much larger than the projecled measure- implied in Table 6.2, hoA zver it is safe to say that the
ment uncertainty. One should not expect to be able to actual variation in the extinction is less than or equal to
explain much of the real variation using other predictors the measured variation. The negative values in Table 6.2
bezause the real variations should be masked by measure- are an artifact of this measurement uncertainty
ment uncertainty. Table 6.2 demonstrates what we have stated before,

Although systematic relations between the aerosol that in non-fog cases the aerosol extinction is consistently
extinctions and available predictors were not expected (on low. The 95% value is only about 1 krn- Even the 98%
the basis of the projected infra--d measurement uncer- values are in most cases much lower than the molecular
tainty), one can not be certain ot .ae character and magni- and water vapor extinction. As lor.g as the visible extinc-
tude of the actual infrared measurement uncertainty. For tion is less than 1 or the relative humidity is less than
this reason, some study was made of the parameter rela- 94%. aerosol extinctions which approach molecular and
tionships in the lower bin. The ratio of infrared aerosol to water vapor extinction are very rare events.
visible extinction (aao,/S) was evaluated and found to be The expected error in estimation for this location
more v.,iable than the infrared aerosol extinctions. The may be illustrated by comparing the measured :alues for
character of the ao,/S ratio changes appears to indicate one season with the values estimated on the basis of
that much of the ratio variation in the lower bin is due to Table 6.2. The 50% values from Table 6.2 were used
measurement uncertainty in the visible extinctions at the
c!ear end.

Also an attempt was made to further separate the Table 6.2. Cumulative Frequency, Aerosol Extinction
lower bin cases into three bins on the basis of relative (aae,) Lower Bin (Haze)
humidity and visible extinction. This method did not yield
u se fu l in fra re d ae ro so l e x tin ctio n se p a ra tio n s . T h is C u rm .. . . . .- . . . .. . .

appears to support the expectation that the real variations Fret .ummer Winter Simmer Winter

in the lower bin are most probably masked by measure- MI 3_ . ... 3-,i-m 8.-ý,, 8.-12ym

ment uncertainty. 98 15 16 14 18
95 i00 tOO 099 118

If further precision is desired in this lower bi.i it 90 076 068 078 (Y1
would be best to base the model on measurements taken 80 o,3 042 0.6 062

5C 022 012 024 0067
with a longer path length instrument in the infrared as 3o 0058 .0016 0054 .0065
well as in the visible, to avoid much of the contamination 10 . 021 .024 .029 -022

5 -039 .033 .047 -027caused by measurement uncertainty. For most purposes 064 .04 .081 -032
however, it is not necessary to resolve the variations in __
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along with the measured a,, values to compute the 6.3 Comparison of Measured and
cumulative frequency for the square of the prediction Model Haze Aerosol Extinctions
error (the square of the difference between a•,, and the
501/b value) The cumulative frequency for the error As an integral par! of the program LOWTRAN5,
squared is shown in Fig 6-1 In these plots, the x axis the clea- to haze aerosol extinction is calculated from Mie
ranges frem 0 to (u.tp, + ct 1 20) 2 (rounded to a con,,enient theory assuming several modelled particle size distribution
number) using the median aquoL + cta o from Summer and refractive index combinations, to represent rural con-
"77 This scale was chosen because the 5obsolute ,alue of ditions. urban, etc. Within each model, the relative size
the error is of less importance than the magnitude of the distribution and refractive index are ailowed to vary with
error relative to the molecular and water ,,apor extinction, relative humidity, and the number density is normalized
The median error2 values are listed on the plot. These by the visual extinction. As a result, within each model,
plots illustrate that the estimatior. errors are quite low the infrared to visible ratio is a function only of relative
For both filters, the estimation errors are much less than humidity.
the molecular extinction at least 99% of the time except In another model by Huschke (1976), the 8-12/im
for a0,,(

8-12/Am) in the winter, when the percentage aerosol extinction is derived from i visible extinction and
drops to 97% due to the low molecular extinction, the ratio of infrared aerosol extinction to visible extinc-

tion. This ratio remains constant for relative humidities
It should be noted that the aerosol extinction shows 'ess than or equal to 50%, and the ratio increases to a ratio

very little spectral change within these wavebands (based of 1.0 at a relative humidity of 100%.
on LOWTRAN5 and the LOWTRAN aerosol Table 6.3 compares the measured low bin extinc-
specifications). Thus the values in the cumulative fre- tions with the aerosol extinctions derived from the
quency tables should apply reasonably well to most LOWTRAN5 and Huschke models. In this table, the
wavelengths within the two wavebands. To obtain total measured Maximum. Median, and Minimum values are
extinction, some technique such as the LOWTRAN model represented by the 98%, 501/o, and 2% cumulative fre-
must be used to calculate the molecular and water vapor quency measured extinctions. The model Maximum,
extinctions for the appropriate wavelength, since these are Median, and Minimum values are the model values com-
highly spectraily dependent. These derived model molecu- puted from the 98% cumulative frequency value of S and
lar and water vapor extinctions must be added to the RH=99%; from the median S and RH: and from the
estimated aerosol extinction to obtain the estimated total minimum S and RH. The values in Table 6.3 are also
extinction coefficient. plotted in Fig. 6-2.

100, 100 -..

a Vb

> 75 >- 75
Z*z z

. ',,LL
. 50 , 50

S25 25
I eend Med:in Error' Legen_.d Median Error'

+ Summer '77 0006 + Summer '77 0007
o Summer '78 0004 0 Summer '78 0005

Winter '77 0004 4 Winter "77 0005

0 01
0 125 .250 0 05 10

(MEASURED - ESTIMATED AEROSOL EXTINCTION)2  (MEASURED - ESTIMATED AEROSOL EXTINCTION)
(3-5,Am) (kmn-2) (8-12Azm) (km-1)

Fig. 6-1. Cumulaii'.e ýrcquenc. o" ,quired error ol c,,tirnate for tLrool extinction at 3--.5mi. Ioer bin (Haze). three 3-mnonth seasons
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In Table 6.3 and Fig. 6-2, the median aerosol extinc- Table 6.3. Comparison of Measured and Modelled Aerosol
tion is generally slightly lower than predicted by the Extmctions fcr Lower Bin (Haze).
LOWMRAN rurdi, urban, and maritime models, but - - - o
slightly higher than predicted by the LOWTRAN tropos- S R, I R,, tT , e ToP H.ei ke

pheric and Huschke models. The models all fall wel! Isumrn . 77 3.-5,. Man x l 28 27 5 060 -

SMod 025 043 051 22 0061Swithin the range of measured extinctions. Mn -076 Oil 01 6 034 oo1
8- 12,a Ma 17 1 18 16 "1 028 1 85-• "' 033 033' 065 1105 012

6.4 Summary for Lower Bin (Haze) Cases Z I 17 o o3 033 0 006 16 012
Mm110 010 1O01l 012 001 1 0017

It was found that if either the visible extinction is Sum. -7. 3 5 M ax It 3 049

less than or equal t'- 1 km-' or the relative humidity is less I M' 0449 02 033 3 0037Mn .044 Oi011 015 033 '0313

than 94%, the data for this location may be classed in a .12 i
low bin containing primarily clear to haze conditions. In I M 024 02 023 i 02o 69
this bin the infrared aerosol extinctions compare reason- %in -040 010 olo oo 0001 W016

ably well to model predictions. The aerosol extinctions are i e 77 
3  

Mx 16 47 451- --...
consistently low relative to molecular and water vapor , Med 012 065 0-6 35 01

extinctions (thus they are a small portion of the total M .04 l o 1 0 3
extinction) and may be represented by cumulative fre- 8-,•2g Max I, 1 30 2- I- 2 046 14

quency of occurrence tables. II 1 il 0018 009 6
%_1 in 03_ 010 011 1 0018 0016

6.5 Characteristics of the Upper Bin

The upper bin was designed to include all the mist relative humidity. The bin contains about 8% of the
and fog data. It is defined as the set of points with the points in the summer and about 22% of the points in the
visual extinction coefficient S greater than 1 km-1 and winter. It contains nearly all the high infrared aerosol
log(1-RH/100) less than or equal to -1.2 (i.e. relative extinctions, as well as a significant number of low infrared
humidity >,94%). That is, the upper bin includes the aerosol extinctions.
points which have both high visual extinction and high
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Fig. 6-2. Comparison of m :asured and model Infrared aerosol etmictions. Io~xer bin (Haie)
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A test of the effectiveness of the bin thresholds may Table 6.4. Aerosol Extinction Values in Upper Bin.
be performed by evaluating the ratio of infrared aerosol -extinction to visible xtinction, oa,,,S. This ratio is I %of Cases ,th ,,,,,,

expected to approach values near 1 only in the presenLe of Wavetnd Season >I > MoieiMi t+ H 0 xT>t
large droplets (of size -10m or more) such as may 3.5,,,, Summer '77 63 24
occur in mist or fog. The histograms of a0,,/S for the Summer '78 38 3
upper bin from Summer '77, shown in Fig. 6-3, illustrate Winter '77 62 28

that there are a significant number of cases with ratios 8.12um Summer '77 54 23
Summer '78 41

near 1 in this bin. By contrast, the lower bin has some- Winter '77 43 34
what high ratios only when instrumental noise in S
becomes large. In Fig. 6-3(a), there are several values
with ratios above 1, however this is consistent with the 3-
5gm LOWTRAN estimate for Radiation Fog Model 2
[Shettle and Fenn (1979)], which is 1.45. tions only about 20% of the time, and greater than

An interesting feature cf these histograms is the 1.0 km-' only about 10% of the time, on the average.

wide range in the magnitude of the aoI/S ratio, and the These high extinctions occur often enough to be important

prevalence of low ratios. The high ratios are distributed in many applications, however one certainly cannot

over the whole range in S, .n the upper bin. Calculations assume that the infrared aeroscl extinction will be high at

utilizing the ending 3-5/tm point (T5), and the beginning all times.

and ending visible points (SMAX and SMIN) showed Quite a bit of analysis has beerp done to determine
similar distributions, whether the variations in infrared aerosol extinction in the

upper bin could be related to some predictor. There is a
Like the a,,e/S ratio, the aerosol extinction a8,,. tendency for the infrared aerosol extinction a. to

varies over a wide range in the upper bin (ref. Fig. 5-8). increase along with the visible extinctions. As a result,
The distribution in aerosol extinctions is summarized in the a,,/S ratio is somewhat less variable than the extinc-
Table 6.4. This table lists the percentage of cases which tion a0,. There are a number of statistical tests which
exceed three thresholds: a0 ,, > .1 km-, O~a0 , > median illustrate this, the most important being that the final error
ao1o+H 20 for each season as listed in Tables 5.2 and 5.3, of estimate is reduced if the estimation is based on the
and a0,,, > 1.0 km-i median ao,,/S ratio rather than the median extinction

Note that even in this mist bin, the infrared aerosol Cia,.

extinction is greater than the molecular and water extinc- Even though the ratio a,,,./S is better behaved than

260 35.00.

a b

19.5 26.2S
7
E E

13.0 17.50

6.5 8.75

0 AER OS fl tifm 0 I nnpallo On n n 11

-.02 50 1 00 1.50 1.98 -.02 .50 1.00 1.50 1.98

IR AEROSOL EXTINCTION (3-5/m) IR AEROSOL EXTINCTION (8-12Am)
VISIBLE SCATTERING COEFFICIENT VISIBLE SCATTERING COEFFICIENT

Fig. 6-3. I-hstogranm of the ratio of infrared aerosol extinction to ,isible scattering coefficient, upper bin (Mist) summer 1977
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the extinction aa,,, the ratio is quite variabie (as noted Some of the variation in the infrared to visible ratio
earlier). By utilizing the ratio a0 ,,/S, we are essentially in the upper bin could potentially be related to relative
removing the effects of changes in the magnitude of parti- humidity. We do not have a precise measure of relative
cle number density Changes in relative particle size dis- humidity. The relative humidity measurement accuracy Is
tribution or refractive index would be expected to affect about ±6%, judging by the fact that there were a number
the ai,,IS ratio, of cases with constant relative humidity of about 94%

An analysis was made of the relationship between associated with high infrared to .'isible ratios (which indi-
the a,,,/S ratio and a variety of parameters, such as wind cates the true re!ative humidity was most probably about
speed and wind direction, and found no consistent rela- 100%) Come of the data in the upper bin were almost
tionships. Particulariy the relationship between the Qa,,/S undoubtably saturated, but others may not have been, and
ratio and the visible extinction S was studied, however we have no way to separate them. Future measurements
analysis o" variance showed that what tittle relationship using more precise instrumentation to determine relative
existed between aer/S and S for the Summer '77 data humidity might allow one to partially separate the high
was reversed in the Summer '78 data. Figure 6-4 shows ratios from the low ones.
a,,,/S vs S for Summer '77 Some sample error bars It should also be noted that some of the variation in
have been added to Fig. 6-4(a). The error in a,,c/S was the a,,,/S ratio may be related to aerosol type. Some of
computed assuming the errors in ae, and in S are these aerosols may have been advection fogs, and others
uncorrelated. The errors for Fig. 6-4(b) arc of similar may have been radiation fogs. The advection fogs are
magnitude. normally associated with large droplets and high infrared

In Fig. 6-4, the high cc,,/S ratios are distributed to visible ratios, while the radiation fogs are normally
over the whole range in S in the upper bin - they are not associated with small droplets and lo ver infrared to visible

associated only with the highly turbid conditionm. The ratios. Examination of the synoptic and mesoscale
significance of this is that no matter what S threshold is meteorology would be useful in exploring this possibility.
used to define fog, the -e will still be a mixture of high and
low ratios. Fog is internationally defined to have meteoro- 6.6 Study of the IR Aerosol Extinction Persistence
logical range <1 km, or S >,3.9 km-. Looking at the in the Upper Bin
cases with S>4 km-1 in Fig. 6-4, one can see that at least
half the points still have low ratios. Conversely, in the In the previous section, it was found that even in
I <S<4 km-1 range, which is defined not to be fog, there the mist bin, the infrared aerosol extinction remained
are still a significant number of cases with high ratios. lower than the molecular and water v•apor extinction about
That is, in both mist and fog, the infrared to visible ratio 80% of the time. The incidence of the high extinctions
is often high, but even in fog it is also often low did not appear to be related to available predictors. It is

1.9 1.9
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Fig. 6-4. Ratio of infrared aerosol extinction to visible extinction. a,,IS, vs visible extinction S(km-i).
upper bin (Mist), summer 1977.
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important to know how stable the infrared conditions 1. 001 -•
were, i.e. how long the infrared aerosol extinctions per- S goK sisted.

In the absence of significant periodic variations, the w. - ;,
correlation coefficient between measurements of the same U .70
paramete- at times 0 and i would be expected to decreaqe .

exponentially with time i according to the equation o 60

50-)

r(tW = r(0h')e (6-1)

where a is the relaxation constant, and r(O) is the correla- L" 40

tion coefficient for Atime=0. The value of r(O) is related
to measurement uncertainty. (See Appendix B.)

This type of calculation is called a persistence calcu- 30 01 I I I I I

lation. Note that these persistence calculations are not cal-
culations of the correlation between the visible and TIME (Minutes)
infrared, nor are they frequency of' occurrence calcula-
tions Persistence calculations relate to the question of Fig. 6-5. PcrSStICn- Lorrelaion LoeffLieni. r. for 3-5,Aim, upper

how stable a given parameter is with the passage of time. bin (Mis•i)

See Brooks and Carruthers (1953)

For this study, calculations were made of the time SE2  (I-r 2 ,r2  (6-2)
variations in the infrared as well as in the visible. Two
correlations were run in the 3-5ptn waveband, one in the
8-12/.un waveband, and two in the visible, In the where SE is the standard error and (7 is the standard devi-
3-Srni band and the visible, the measurements taken ai ation in the predicted values. The resulting standarderrors band ande 0he listbee ihe neauuemn 3e ofTbe6.,myb
the beginning of each measurement period were ,.orrelated errors for time 0. listed i' column 3 of Table 6.6. may be
with those at the end of the 4-minute period, and were compared with a measurement uncertainty of ±20/cT.

correlated with the Va!Les taken at the next measurement This uncertainty corresponds to an uncertainty in

period 60 minutes later The two resulting correlation in or,,,(3-5A. m) (for the median value of (k,,.,(3 -5/1m) in

"coefficients may be represented by r(4) and r(60). For the upper bin) or about 22-38%, which compares reason-

the 8-12j.m band,. on!y r (60) could be computed. ably with the approximate standard error of 33-55%.

The squared correlation coefficients r2(4) and r2(601 Column 4 of Table 6 6 lists the inverse of the relax-

are listed in Table 6.5. These statistics are based on In o ation constant, a-, (for 3-5jAi), converted to hours.

"or In S. The r2 values for 60 minutes are fairly low in This time is the interval over which the correlation

both the infrared bands, but somewhat higher in the visi- coefficient would be expected to reduce to l/e. or .37.

ble band The time interval a-' is short in the summer, lasting
about 2 hours Note that it is somewhat longer in the

The persistence correlations (aor the 3-5n.erpt winter, indicating that the mvagnitude of infrared extinction
waveband are plotted i Fig. 6-5. Note that the intercepts at 3-5pin was more persistent in the winter than in the

are slightly less than I as expected. The values of r(0) for summer
the 3-5,pin band are listed in column 2 of Table 6 6.
(These values are approximate, due to the unLertainties in The inverse of the relaxation constant a-' may also

the extrapolation.) The r(0) coefficients may be converted be calculated for the visible, since both r( 4 ) and r(60)

to estimates of standard errors using the following equa- talues were available The resulting a- values, given in

tion. which applies to normal distribution,, column 5 of Table 6.6, are significantly longer than the
ai values for the 3-Spin band. Thus the magnitude of
the visible aerosol extinction apparently persists longer
than the magnitude of 3-5pmi aerosol extinction for this

Table 6.5. Squared Persistence Correlation Coeffic~ent (r2W. fog bin. That is, the xsible extinction is more stable than
Upper Bin (Mist). the infrared extinction. One conceivable cause for this

might be that the large droplets are more transient than
W minutes) 12 (60 mnutes.) the small droplets

season . .

Vi,,',•e -5,,m v,,,re 3 Sum 8 ,2,, fit It is interesting to compute the 3-Spm persistence

Summer '77 • 997 80 64 32 30 correlation coefficient for the time duration of the average
Ii Summer "78 987 7 8 .,8 fog episode. The approximate du-ation of the average

' 7? 99 , 9 69 '7 o mist or fog period was calculated by ,letc,-mining the aver-
9 n • q I age number of consecutive hours during which the data fit

These squired .orre.iton .ocffkiefi, aie hbased on ihe natuiij l no n into the upper bin This average time interval is denoted

,i the .aeor(,l ehnimbon coeffwrentr 14 in column 6 of Table 6 6. The expected correlation



Table 6.6. Related Persi!.tence Statistics for Upper Bin (Mist).

3-5S~m Visble "-5p.m

Avg. Mist Corr Coeff
Corr. Coeff. Stan Err (Relax ConstY' (Relax Const)" Interval for time t

A

Season r (0 rmin) SE (0 mron) a-t (hour) 1-t (hour) tA (hour) r()

Sumnr '77 93 55 21 4 .15

Summer 78j .92 .33 t 8 30 ! 36 .12

Winter '77 98 .38 39 5i 56 23

coefficient for this average time interval (based on consistently reduced, and the relative humidity con-
Eq. 6.2) is listed in column 7 of Table 6.6. These correla- sistently high; and within each episode, the infrared
tion coefficients are very low, indicating that one cannot extinction is varying over a large range, on a relatively
expect much persistence or stability in the infrared aerosol short time scale.
extinction during the average mist or fog period. It is perhaps helpful to give examples of mist

Thus these persistence calculations show that the episodes. Figure 6-6 shows two long but otherwise fairly
infrared extinction is relatively unstable in the mist or fog. typical mist episodes. Even though the relative humidity
It varies on a faster time scale than does the visible. Dur- was over 94% and the visible extinction over 1 km- t , both
ing the period of the average mist episode, there is the IR aerosol extinction and the IR to visible extinction
sufficient variation in the IR extinction to result in a low ratio are quite variable. Even during periods when the
self-correlation between the IR extinction values. These visible extinction was over 3 km-, the IR to visible ratio
variations could quite possibly be due to short term varia- ranged from .2 to 1.2 during one episode and .2 to 1.0
tions in particle size distribution. during the other. These two are isolated examples of the

IR variability within the mist episodes: the persistenceTh es e pe rs istence ca lculations be ar particularly onst t ti s h o q u n ta ve y h e x e t to w ch h s
the question of what is causing the large range in infrared statistics show quantitatively the extent to which this
to visible ratio. The important point is that the measure- occurred generally.
ments do not show a steady Ik to visible extinction ratio In summary, the variations in infrared aerosol
during a given episode, with different extinction ratios extinction appear to occur on a relatively short time scale.
during other episodes on another day. (If that were the In the mist bin, the infrared aerosol extinction is high a
case one might suspect that the episode with the low ratios significant portion of the time but less often than
was not actually mist or fog.) What the measurements expected, and the extinctions do not persist over long
show is a series of episodes during which the visibility is periods.

0 100 .0I.I.I.I.. I I I

S, Visible Extension <
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A possible future approach to the probtem of In the remaining 5-20% of the cases, the error can
predicting the high infrared aerosol extinctions is discussed become quite significant, as illustrated in Fig. 6-7(b&d).
in Section 7 For the present, it appears that the ability to These figures illustrate the same data as Fig. 6-7(a&c)
predict the extinction coefficient in the upper bin is prob- plotted on a diffcrent scale.
ably limited by short term variations in infrared extinction, As with the lower bin, the estimated aerosol extinc-
and that as a result one might profitably use a stochastic tion applies reasonably well to any wavelength within the
model for this bin. Although the character of the mist is meastird wnveh nie !•-h• -c,:-n~tn- nf tntal extinction
such tildi u11C CaHitiu give ati exact value of infrared would be obtained by using a model such as LOWTRAN
extinction for each value of a predictor, a stochastic model to compute the molecular and water vapor extinctions at
still yields useful accuracy, as will be shown in the next the desired wavelength, and adding these to estimated
section. aerosol extinction.

6.7 Estimation of Infrared 6.8 Comparison of Measured and
Extinction for Mist and Fog Cases Model Mist and Fog Aerosol Extinctions

This section describes how to use the statistics in The measured data in the upper bin may be com-
the upper (mist) bin to provide an estimation of infrared pared with the LOWTRAN5 model using the ratios of
aerosol extinction for this location. As described in the infrared to visible aerosol extinction aa,.IS. The meas-
previous section, it was found that for the upper bin ured ratios, listed in Table 6.8, may be compared with the
(unlike the lower bin), the ratio ac,,/S was better behaved ratios inherent i the aerosol portion of the model. The
than the extinction a,,•, The distribution of the te,/S LOWTRAN5 ratios for the 99% relative humidity haze
ratio is not a normal distribution, so as with the lower bin, models and the fog models are listed in Table 6.9. Figure
it is necessary to use a plot or table of cumulative fre- 6-8 illustrates the model to measurement comparison.
quency of occurrence. The data from the two summers
have been combined. Table 6.7 shows some cumulative Comparing Tables 6.8 and 6.9, one can see that at
frequency of occurrence values for each season and filter. least 50/ of the measured ratios for each season fall lower

than any of the model ratios except the tropospheric. In
These tables would be used just as the tables for th, fact the 50% ratios for the high bin are lower than the

lower bin One would first use the visible extinction and rural, urban, or maritime ratios for ay relative humidity.
relative humidity to determine that the upper bin is the Thus many of the ratios are somewhat lower than
appropriate bin to use Then one would multiply the predicted. The 80% cumulative frequency measured ratios
appropriate value of ac,/S from Table 6.7 by the meas- from Table 6.8 compare well to the 99% RH values from
ured value of visual extinction to determine the estimated Table 6.9. And the 95% or 98% cumulative frequency
infrared extinction. (The appropriate value of a,,,IS to measured ratios compare well to the fog model ratios.
use would depend on the application; on whether one
wanted the median value, for example, or perhaps the
value that will not be exceeded 95% of the time

Table 6.8. Measured Ratios of Infrared to Visible
The expected error in estimation for this location is Aerosol Extinction (ae,/S), Upper Bin (Mist)

shown in Fig. 6-7. These values are based on the 501/o
value of ct,,,/S. In Fig. 6-7(a&c), the range for the x-axis cum Summer "/s Winter.,,,,,'S

is the same as for Fig 6-1. i.e. from 0 to the median Sum- t ,
mer "77 value of (a.oL + anO) 2. The median error2  ( 3-5 •n 8-12,,- 3-5;,m 8-2i ,,m

' 98 1 15 I102 '70 1 90

values are listed on the figures. The errors are less than 98 87 02 42 0

the molecular extinction about 80(/o to 95% of the time, 80 16 21 099' 09
depending on the season. 50 060 061 053 027

30 040 037 037 016

Table 6.7. Cumulative Frequency. Ratio of Infrared to Table 6.9. LOWTRAN5 Ratios of Infrared
Visible Aerosol Exttnction (aa,/S). Upper Bin (Mist) to Visible Aerosol Extinction (aer,/S).

6, -Fog and 99% Relative Humidity Haze Models

Sommer Winter Summer Winter -" . Model Oat.
S• 3 8m S"12•m 8 12i, m a S

- • Mlodel 3-Spi 8- 12,m
98 1P7 102 70 90
9< 8- 82 42 "1 Rurai99,- !7 ii

90 31 16 l6 32 Urban 
9

9o, 17 099
8fl l% 21 099 09 Mar99r' 92 43

'0 060 M I 01 02" Trop W-6 037 01O
;0 040 01 0M. 016 Rau' Fog 1 1 22 68
10 024 q-.; 020 0021 Rad Fog ? 145

016 09'' 012 M0060 AdO Fog i 108 1 23

2 00•S< 002ý 0046 01i Adv Iog 2 109 1 24
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Thus in the uppe- bin, which is characterized by One significant way in which these data differ from
visual extinctions greater t',an I ,nm-' and relative humidi- the LOWTRAN model is the manner in which these ratios
ties over 94%, some of the measured ratios are typically in the upper bin vary. Bqfed on LOWTRAN, one might
expected fog ratios, but many are t~pical haze ratios or expect to chose a model based on the recent airmass his-
lower. tory or the curre-t conditions. One would for example

100 100

75 .-- 757

w, 50 a 5 b

•25 Medan Error: 2e Median Erro-4

+ Summer 0047 I + Summer 77 0047
0 Summer ý8 0015 0 0 Summer *78 0015
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Fig. 6-7. Cumulau',e frequenc% ol squared eiror ol etimIte for infrared aerosol e2\tif.ioi, jpir hbin (\l,
three 3S-month ',ca,.on, per plot
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MEASURED LOW~rRAN HAZE These results can explain one reason that experi-

(CF Cumulative Frequency) x A 99% RH mentalists may obtain results significantly different from
M 99% or 2% CF "- - • RH those predicted by LOWTRAN. Basically, LOWTRAN

x- 50% CF R - Rural predicts one extinction for a given condition. These
S - Sum '77 & '78 U - Uban OPAQUE data show that the model extinction is a pretty
W - Winter'77 M - Maritime good estimate of the median condition, but that the aero-

TTropospheric sol extinction varies significantly about that median as a
LOWrRAN FOG HUSCHKE It result of short term variations in IR extinction, which may
0 - Radiation o0- 94% of i00%/ RH

1 4 x _ Adiection be associated with short term variations in particle size dis-
z - j tribution.
Z.2 o The upper bin data may also be compared with the
F_. aerosol portion of the Huschke model. For the upper bin,

1 I the measured relative humidities are between 94% and
t 10 11.000k. This corresponds to a range of .1 to 1.0 in

Huschke's 8-12.tm infrared to visible ratio. As may be

> I seeti in Table 6.8, seine of the observed 8 -1 2 14m ratios
8 fall within this rang., but most are lower. Again, the

z
0 character of the variations is somewhat different from the

Huschke model. Even in cases where the relative humi-S6
z dity is constant for a number of hours, and we believe the
Sair to be saturated. i.e. at about 100%/ relative humidity,X
"L 4 the infrared to visible ratio is quite variable due to the

I short term variations discussed earlier. This model, as
well as the LOWTRAN model, might be improved by

2 , 2 using a distribution of expected ratios rather than using

,,, 111one expected ratio.

0 X*

6.9 Summary for Upper Bin (Mist) Cases

-2 If the visible extinction is greater than I km-' andfluschke
SW RUMT Fog S W R t; M T Fog H the relative humidity is greater than or equal to 94%, the

data for this locwtion may be classed in an upper bin, or
mist and fog bin. Even in, this bin, the infrared aerosol

-IiAZE-J "ýsHAZE e
.MEAS..._._LOWrRAN MEA.-..LOrRAN_ extinction remains lower than the molecular and water

-m 8-im vapor extinction (about .5 km-t for 3-5S.,m and .25 km-1
for 8-12j/m) about 80% of the time. The infrared aerosol
extinctions exceed I km-1 about 10% of the time. The

Fig. 6-8. Comparison of measured and model ratios of infrared variations in infrared aerosol extinction occur on a rela-
aerosol etinciion to %isible extinction, upper bin (Mkt and Fog) tively short time scale, so that the self correlation in the

infrared extinction over the period of the average fog
episode is quite low.

cthoose the urban 99% model if fog had not formed. or For this location, the infrared aerosol extinctions for
one of the fog models if fog had formed. If this informa- the mist bin may be estimated reasonably well about 80%
tion is lacking, the LOWTRAN5 recommendation is to of the time through the use of cumulative frequency dis-
use 99% aerosol models for Sof 2 to 4 kmn., radiation fog tributions of the infrared to visible aerosol extinction ratio.
for S of 4 to 10 km m. and advection fog for S> 10 km- . However, about 20% of the time this method will result in
From this model, one might expect the ratios to be rea- large estimation errors. It should be operationally impor-
sonably constant for a fair time period In fog. for ea- tant to develop mechanisms to predict or detect these 20%
pIe, one might expect to use ratios above I as long as the of the cases in which the aerosol extinction becomes large.
fog lasted. in contrast to this expectation. the OPAQUE
data show that within a given episode of reduced visibility
and high relative humidity., the infrared to visible ratio is 7. SUGGESTED FURTHER WORK
quite variable, on a short time scale Additionally. the TO ENHANCE THE ANALYSIS
high ratios are not distributed with visual extinction in the
same way one might expect from the model. There are 7.1 Analysis of the OPAQUE Data
many high a,,,,iS ratios in ihe S-1-2 km- range, as
well as low ratios at higher values of S. The variations in The results presented in this report are based on a
Table 6 8 do not appear to correspond to changes in conri- large number of data samples--roughly 7000 hours worti'h
tions from non-fog to fog, but rather correspond to short of data--yet they represent just one station and three sea-
term variations within the fo1,. sons (2 summer seasons and a winter season). A spot
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check of a few othi stations might yield further OPAQUE program. They are preliminary releases data.
verification of the results of this study. It is reasonable to (See Appendix B.)
expec! that the basic technique of dividing the data into It was found that the infrared aerosol extinctions
two bins should be effective at other locations, however could effectively be sorted into a clear to haze category
one would expect that the cumulative frequencies of the and a mist to fog category. Two observations were
bins and the most effective bin thresholds are to some required to determine the appropriate category: the visual
extent a function of season and location, extinction and the relative humidity The use of either

It would be particularly useful to look at !he distri- parameter alone yielded a much less effective Lategtiriza-
bution of aerosol extinction in the upper bin and to deter- tion.
mine the persistence of the aerosol extinctions in the The haze category Lonsisted of those points with
upper bin for other locations. Perhaps the most important visual extinction less than or equal to I '.m- or relatie
result of this study was finding that high infrared extmnc humidity less th.si9 q4%. (See Appendix B.) In this
tions are less stable than expected in mist and fog The category the ae-osol 2xtinction coeffiuents were con-
OPAQUE data are ideal for determining the extent to sistently low wit) respect to the water vapor and air
which this is true at other stations The Fall Netherlands molecule extinction The median aerosol ext.n:tiors were
data might be particularly :nteresting, since 'anssen and about 01 to 02 km '. The extinctions may be
%an Sch~e (1981) note that high extinctions are much represented by a cumulative frequency distribution of
more frequent in the fall. aerosol extinction, with a resulting error of estimate which

is consistently low. The infrared aerosol extinctions in

7.2 Furthei Experimental Work this non-fog category are reasonably close to model extinc-
tions.

One of the primary conclusions of this analysis is The mist to fog category consisted of those points
that high infrared extinctions occur less frequently thai with visual extinction greater than 1 km I and relative
expected in fog, and have !ow persistence The v-riations humidity greater than or equal to 94%. In this category.
in ir.•rared extinct'on appear to be the result of short term the aerosol extinctions are typically about .1 km 1, with a
variations with time and space. As a result, if one is to significant number of cases between I and 10 km ' or
predict the extinctions with greater accuracy than can be higher. Thus the mist bin includes the high values
obtained wi'th a stochastic model, one scheme worth con- expected in fog, however these high values aie surpris-
sidering is operationally feasible techniques to detect the ingly infrequent anu transitory. The aerosol extinction is
presence of large droplets at the exact time and place the greater than the water vapor and air molecule extinction
prediction is desired. Two parameters which may be (aoout .5 km Iat 3-Szm, about .25 km' at 8-12Am) in
strongly affected by the presence of large droplets are the about 20/ of the cases, ard they persist for short periods
wavelengtl" dependence of aerosol scattering in the visible, relative to the visual extinction persistence and relative to
and the shape of the phase function for directional scatter- the duration of the fog episodes.
ing ia the visible. Measurements which are affected by
these parameters, such as measurements of the blue/red
scattering ratio or measurements of forward/back scatter- are high, !hey match the fog models reasonably well, but

ing ratio might provide means of detecting those fog con- much of the time they are much lower. In contrast to the

ditions which lead to high infrared aerosol extinctions. A models, these da:a show the ,xistence of high IR to visi-
feasibility experimert to determine the efficacy of these ble extinction ratios at lower visual extinction thresholds,feasibilityexperismet tobdetermne, tand show a great variabilit in infrareI aerosol extinction
measurements might be well avised.within the fog

The above experiment might provide means of wti h o
The bov exprimnt ightproide ean ofThe variance in infrared aerosol extinction within

predicting the variations within the upper bin. If it

becomes important tc predict the variations in the lower the fog was somewhat related to the variance in visual

bin, then it would be advisable to make add;tional meas- extinction. As a result, the infrared extinctions for the
urements with much longer path length instruments both fog bin were best estimated through the use of the cumu-

in the visibie and the infrared The lower bin suffers from lative frequency distribution of infrared to visible aerosol
the instrumental noise in both the visible and infrared, but extinction ratio .
longer path length transmissometers would measure this Although the bin thresholds and resulting cumula-
region more accurately Since the lower bin extinr.tions tfie frequency distributions are applicable only to this loca-
are low relative to the molecular extinctuin. however, it tion, the sorting scheme should be applicable to other

should not be necessary to resolve this %ariation in the locations as well. Perhaps the most important result of
bwer bin, for most operational purposes. this work is the observation that even when both the

visual extinction and relative humidity are high, indicating
8. CONCLUSION mist or fog, the infrared aerosol extinction remains quite

variable on a short time scale. with high infrared aerosol
This report discusses an analysis of infrared. and exinction occuring frequently, yet less often than

visible extinctions recorded in the Netherlands oxcr thrc,. expected EBen if much higher thresholds for ,visual
3-month seasons. The data. recorded at hourly interra!,, cxtintion were used to define t-e upper bin, the high

.•. during this period, were gathered as a part of the infrared aerosol extinctions are still a minority.
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As a resuit of this work, one may suggest two pri- Johnson, R. W., W S Hiering. J. I Gordon. B. W. Fitch,
Emary future avenues of investigation First, interrogate and J E Shields (1979b), "Preliminary Analysis and

the remaining OPAQUE data to determine thc distribution Modelling Based upon Project OPAQUE Profile And
and persistence of tCie infrared aerosol extinctions in the Surfa~e Data". Unix ersi,) of California at San Diego,
mist at other locations Secondly, begin an experimental Sc:ripps Institution o!' Oceanography, Visibility
study to determine the feasibility of detecting large water Laboratory. SIO Ref. 80-5. AFGL-TR-79-0285.
droplet formation and thus the high infrared aerosol KniyFX.EPShte.W 0.Glry .H

V'.extinctions using measurements such as blue/red scatter- Cherwynd. Jr.. L. W. Abreu. J. E. A. Selby, R. W.
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The first of the four uncertainties, measurement aerosol extinction computed from that transmittance. The

uncertainty, is due to detector noise, turbulence, and error in the computed extinction is illustrated in Fig. 5-4.
other such measurement problems. Detector noise and The second of the four uncertainties, the uncer-
turbulence may be expected to yield random errors, how- tainty diiu to non-simultaneity of the data, is not a meas-
ever systematic errors, both known and unknown, may urement error. It is simply a complicating factor in the
exist. The magnitude of the total uncertainty is difficult to interpretation of plots such as Fig. 5-4. The fact that the
assess. The goal was to achieve ±2%. Some error measurements are not exactly simultaneous adds some
sources tend to result in a constant A T, and others tend to uncertainty to our abilty to interpret these plots. Section
result in a constant A TIT. The actual error should be a 5.2 discusses the magnitude oi& the time instability which

S,-. fairly complicated function. See, for example, Douglas et causes this.
al. (1977).* We have used AT - 2% in order to generate-• The third of the four uncertainties, the uncertai ty
the error bars in Fig. 5-4. Note that since T=e-,,, we Th I
have (dT/da)=-rT, so associated with the calibration procedure, is a systematic

error in the transmittances As explained in Section 5.2, if
the calibration measurements were noise free, the calibra-

Aa I AT tion constant would be exact, at least to the extent that
a rar T Lowtran matches truth. However there is noise during the

calibration measurement, so the calibration constant has a
Thus if we assume constant A T, .a/,t is smallest mid-scale resulting small uncertainty This uncertainty in the cati-
on the transmissometer. The error bars for (at/,( become bration constant results in a systematic error in the
large for T near 100% because t i., small, and become transmittances. This uncertainty should be small com-
5-4. On the other hand, if we assume constant AF/ T, The fourth of the four uncertainties is the uncer-

then Aa/, is large only for small a. Thus, if we had used tainty due to the molecular extinction calculation. In com-
AT/TIT= 2% rather than AT = 2%, the error bars at low it puting the aerosol extinction, it is necessary to extract
in Fig. 5-4 would be essentially unchanged, but the error molecular and water vapor extinction. If temperaiure and

b h would be smaller. relative humidity are not precisely known, the cc,mputed
It should also be noted that Table 5.1, "Aerosol molecular extinction will have an uncertainty, and .here-

Extinction Uncertainty for ±2% Uncertairty in Total fore the computed aerosol extinction will have ar uncer-
Transmittance", does not imply that we attribute the meas- taint). Note that this is not a measurement uncerainty in
urement error to variations in aerosol extinction What it the infrared transmittance, in fact the transmittance is
shows is, given an error in measured transmittance due to unaffected by this It is only the final computed aerosol
noise and other sources, there is a resulting error in the extinction which is affected.

'Douglas, C.A and R L Booker (1977), "Visual Range: Concepts.
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of Transportation Report No FAA-RD-77-8.
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